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Article summary line

We highlight the variability of SARS-CoV-2 transmission across different settings, identify settings at highest risk, and characterize the role of environmental, behavioural, and host factors in driving SARS-CoV-2 transmission.
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Abstract

We report the transmission dynamics of SARS-CoV-2 across different settings from the initial COVID-19 cluster in Brunei, arisen from 19 attendees at the Malaysian Tablighi Jama’at gathering and resulted in 52 locally transmitted cases. Highest non-primary attack rates (ARs) were observed at a subsequent local religious gathering (14.8% [95%CI: 7.1,27.7]) and in the household (10.6% [95%CI: 7.3,15.1]). Household ARs of symptomatic cases were higher (14.4% [95%CI: 8.8,19.9]) than asymptomatic (4.4% [95%CI: 0.0,10.5]) or presymptomatic cases (6.1% [95%CI: 0.3,11.8]). Low ARs (<1%) were observed for workplace and social settings. Our analysis highlights that SARS-CoV-2 transmission varies depending on environmental, behavioural and host factors. We identify ‘red flags’ of potential super-spreading events, namely densely populated gatherings for prolonged periods in enclosed settings, presence of individuals with recent travel history, and group behaviours such as communal eating, sleeping and sharing of personal hygiene facilities. We propose differentiated testing strategies that account for transmission risk.
INTRODUCTION

Initially reported on December 31, 2019, cases of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) have since escalated significantly, prompting the World Health Organisation’s declaration of a pandemic on March 11. A rapid response by the global scientific community has described many aspects of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Its primary mode of transmission is through respiratory droplets, and fomite and aerosol transmission may also play a role (1). Asymptomatic transmission has been observed (2) and the peak infective period appears to be within the first few days of symptom onset (3). Estimates suggest a basic reproduction number ($R_0$) of 2–3 in the early stages of an outbreak (4). While the $R_0$ is valuable in assessing the spread of the outbreak, it can obscure individual heterogeneity in the level of infectivity, among persons and in different settings (5, 6). Modelling of the 2003 SARS outbreak indicates that >70% of transmission occurred due to super-spreading events (SSE) (7). Early reports suggest that similar dynamics may be in play in the explosive propagation of SARS-CoV-2 (8).

As part of their mitigation strategies, many countries have adopted stringent yet blunt ‘lockdowns’ of whole cities and provinces (9) and are implementing exit strategies. In moving towards a more targeted approach, countries should be able to answer two major questions regarding the transmission dynamics of SARS-CoV-2: (i) what are the environmental, behavioural, and host factors that drive transmission? and, (ii) what are the most effective interventions to control this? To address these, we report on analysis of a transmission chain in Brunei Darussalam that resulted from an international SSE.
Brunei (population 459,500) detected its first COVID-19 case on March 9, arising from an Islamic religious gathering (Tablighi Jama’at) in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, a known SSE lasting four days and attended by >16,000 people, including international participants. Of the 135 confirmed cases in Brunei reported as of first week of April, 71 cases (52.6%) have an epidemiological link to the Tablighi event (Figure 1).

Figure 1 – Epidemic curve for the first 135 COVID-19 cases in Brunei Darussalam, by Tablighi (green bars) and other imported (orange bars) clusters.

As SARS-CoV-2 is a novel infection in a naive population, an outbreak investigation of this event can provide insights into the transmission dynamics of the disease and the effectiveness of outbreak control measures. The thorough nature of Brunei’s contact tracing provides a rare opportunity to study the epidemiological and transmission characteristics of SARS-CoV-2 in the community setting.

METHODS

Surveillance and case identification

Brunei’s Ministry of Health has responsibility for communicable disease surveillance. Since January 23, testing criteria have been implemented for suspected COVID-19 cases. Initially, individuals with acute respiratory symptoms, and a travel history to a high-risk area were tested for SARS-CoV-2. Over the next weeks, the program expanded to include: (i) contacts of a
confirmed case (regardless of symptoms); (ii) individuals admitted to an inpatient facility with pneumonia; and (iii) individuals who present to a health facility with acute respiratory illness for the second time within 14 days. On March 21, Brunei started testing and isolating all travellers and returning residents. On March 25, SARS-CoV-2 sampling at selected sentinel health centers was introduced, followed by mandatory random screening for selected groups of foreign workers on April 7.

A confirmed case is defined as a person who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 through real-time reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) test on nasopharyngeal (NP) swab (12). The first positive case in Brunei was detected on March 9, having met the testing criteria as a person with fever and cough with a recent travel history to Kuala Lumpur.

**Epidemiological investigation**

Under the Infectious Disease Act, the Ministry of Health conducted epidemiological investigation and data collection for each case and close contact using WHO’s First Few Cases protocol (13). The first case was interviewed for demographic characteristics, clinical symptoms, travel history, activity mapping, and contact history. Upon identification of his participation at the Tablighi event in Malaysia, and we found that a number of other Bruneians had also participated at the same event. We subsequently obtained the details of all Bruneian participants.
NP swabs were collected from all identified participants and tested with RT-PCR. Those who tested positive were admitted to the National Isolation Centre (NIC), while those tested negative were quarantined for 14 days from their return to the country at a designated community quarantine facility where symptom and temperature screening was conducted daily. Those who developed symptoms were re-tested. Activity mapping of confirmed cases was conducted, and contact tracing initiated.

A close contact is defined as any person living in the same household, or someone within one meter of a confirmed case in an enclosed space for more than 15 minutes. All close contacts of confirmed cases were tested with RT-PCR. Those who tested positive were admitted to NIC, while those tested negative, were placed under home quarantine for 14 days from last exposure to the confirmed case. For individuals under home quarantine, their compliance and health status were monitored daily, through video calls or face-to-face assessments. Those who developed symptoms during home quarantine were re-tested.

Clinical management

All confirmed cases were treated and isolated at NIC and followed-up until recovery. We obtained clinical information on their history (including any prior presentation to health services), examination, laboratory and radiological results from digital inpatient records on the national health information system database. Additionally, oral history was taken to ascertain whether they had symptoms up to 14 days prior to diagnosis. Cases were discharged following two consecutive negative specimens collected at $\geq 24$-hour intervals.
We categorised cases into two groups: primary (those presumably infected at the Tablighi event in Malaysia), and non-primary (those who did not attend the Tablighi event but had an epidemiological link to the primary cases).

For each case, the symptom status was recorded and classified as: (i) symptomatic, if symptoms were reported during or prior to NP swab collection; (ii) presymptomatic, if symptoms were reported after NP sampling but during admission; or (iii) asymptomatic, if no symptoms were ever reported up to discharge.

Close contacts

We classified the type of close contact into five settings: household, relatives, workplace, social, and local religious gathering.

‘Household’ is defined as those living in the same household. Among the household members, their relationship with a case was also recorded and classified as spouse, child, and others (including other familial relationship or housekeepers living in the same household). ‘Relatives’ is defined as those who live outside the household but are related to the case. ‘Workplace’ is defined as contacts encountered in the workplace or school. ‘Social’ is defined as those encountered during travel or in social events. Lastly, ‘local religious gathering’ is defined as
those who attended a local religious event in Brunei on March 5, which ran throughout the night with participants staying overnight.

**Data analysis**

Group comparison was done between primary and non-primary cases using Chi-square, Fisher’s Exact, or Mann-Whitney’s tests as appropriate. Incubation period was calculated from cases where dates of exposure and symptom onset were clear. Serial interval (SI) was calculated by subtracting the date of symptom onset of the infectee from the infector; only symptomatic and pre-symptomatic infector-infectee pairs with clear epidemiological links were included.

For each setting, the attack rate (AR) was calculated by dividing the number of positive contacts by the total number of close contacts (that is, the proportion of contacts that tested positive). To identify risk factors of infection, log-binomial regression analysis was applied to estimate the risk ratio for gender, age, and setting. Further stratification was done to assess differences in infector symptom status across settings. The 95% confidence interval (95% CI) was estimated using the normal-approximation method, or binomial method if the count was less than five.

The mean observed reproductive number, $R$, and the distribution of personal reproductive numbers in each setting were calculated from the number of infected close contacts caused by each primary case. The 95% CI was estimated based on the Poisson distribution (14).
All analyses were conducted using Microsoft Excel and R (ver. 3.6.3) (15). A p-value <0.05 was considered as statistically significant. Ethical approval was obtained from the University Research Ethics Committee, Universiti Brunei Darussalam (Ref: UBD/OAVCR/UREC/Apr2020-05).

RESULTS

Epidemiological characteristics

Seventy-five individuals in Brunei attended the Tablighi event in Malaysia. Of these, 19 were positive for SARS-CoV-2 resulting in 52 additional cases transmitted locally, bringing the total cluster size to 71. Figure 2 illustrates the epidemiological links in the cluster by generation in the transmission chain, and by their symptomatic status. There were 32 (45.1%), 15 (21.1%), and 5 (7.0%) cases in generations one, two, and three, respectively.

Figure 2 – The Tablighi cluster in Brunei Darussalam, with epidemiological links illustrated by generation and symptomatic status

Table 1 shows the demographic and clinical characteristics of the cases in the cluster. The median age was 33.0 years [Interquartile range (IQR)= 29.0 years], majority male (64.8%, n=46), and 5 cases (7.1%) had pre-existing chronic conditions. Compared to non-primary cases, primary cases were significantly older and predominantly male. More than three-quarter of the
cases (77.4%, n=55) were diagnosed and immediately admitted to the NIC within 5 days of symptom onset or NP swab taken (data not shown).

A substantial proportion of cases were presymptomatic (31.0%, n=22) or asymptomatic (12.7%, n=9). 40 (56.3%) patients reported symptoms during contact tracing investigation. The most commonly reported symptoms were fever, cough, and sore throat. Only one (1.4%) and two (2.8%) cases were critical and severe, respectively.

Table 1 - Demographic and clinical characteristics of COVID-19 cases in Tablighi cluster, Brunei

The incubation period was calculated from eight cases that had confirmed epidemiological links and had attended the March 5 religious gathering in Brunei. Using their attendance date as the exposure date, the median incubation period was 4.5 days (IQR= 2.75 days, range= 1 to 11 days). Based on 35 symptomatic infector-infectee pairs, the mean (SD) SI was 4.26 (4.27) days, ranging from -4 to 17 days. Four pairs (11.4%) had negative SI values. The SI distribution resembles a normal distribution (Supplementary Figure S1).

Transmission characteristics

Of the 1755 close contacts in the Tablighi cluster, 51 local transmissions were detected, giving an overall non-primary AR of 2.9% (95% CI: 2.2, 3.8). Case 121 (see Figure 2) was excluded from this analysis because he was not detected during contact tracing. Highest AR was observed
among spouse (41.9% [95% CI: 24.1, 60.7]), followed by the local religious gathering (14.8%
[95% CI: 7.1, 27.7]) and children (14.1% [95% CI: 7.8, 23.8]). The overall household AR is
10.6% (95% CI: 7.3, 15.1).

Multiple log-binomial regression analyses revealed that type of close contact was the only
statistically significant variable ($p<0.001$; Table 2). When compared to social contacts, spouses
of positive cases had the highest adjusted risk ratio of getting the infection (45.20 [95% CI: 16.8,
156.1]), followed by the local religious gathering attendees (15.60 [95% CI: 4.8, 59.9]), and their
children (14.09 [95% CI: 4.8, 51.5]).

Table 2 - Risk factors of SARS-COV2 infection among close contacts

ARs also differed by symptom status of the infector (Table 3). ARs in households where the
infectors were symptomatic (14.4%) were higher than those who were asymptomatic (4.4%) or
presymptomatic (6.1%). AR for the local religious gathering could not be calculated as three
primary cases at the event had different symptom status; hence we could not ascertain how
transmission occurred. In the household setting, symptomatic cases have 2.66 times higher risk
of transmitting to their close contacts, when compared to asymptomatic and presymptomatic
(crude risk ratio: 2.66 [95% CI: 1.12, 6.34], Table S1).

Table 3 - Attack rates in different settings, stratified by symptom status of the infector
The mean observed R was highest in the local religious gathering (2.67), followed by the household setting (0.67 [95% CI: 0.44, 0.96]) (Table 4). The distribution of the observed R in the household setting was skewed towards zero (Figure S2). 71.4% of household infections (20 of 28 positive contacts) were from 16.7% of cases (7 of 42 possible links).

Table 4 – Characteristics and mean observed R for each setting

DISCUSSION

We characterise the Tablighi Jama’at cluster that started the COVID-19 epidemic in Brunei. Our analysis reveals several key findings. First, SSE plays an important role in SARS-CoV-2 transmission. Second, there is high transmission variability across different settings. Third, transmission varies between symptomatic vs. asymptomatic and presymptomatic cases, and we highlight the potential for silent chains of transmission.

SSE

Within this cluster, 38% of all cases were participants at an SSE: 19 (26.7%) from the Tablighi event in Malaysia, and eight (11.3%) from the local religious gathering in Brunei. Notably, 19 of the 75 Brunei attendees at the Tablighi event tested positive. Assuming a representative sample, this would suggest an AR of 25%, implying that approximately 4,000 cases (of an estimated 16,000 participants) may have been infected at that Malaysian event. Moreover, we find that the
highest overall non-primary AR and mean observed R was at the local religious gathering (AR= 14.8%, R= 2.67), which was higher than that observed in the household setting (AR= 10.6%, R= 0.67). These observations suggest a role for mass gatherings in facilitating SARS-CoV2 transmission.

The Tablighi is an apolitical Islamic movement with a presence in nearly 200 countries. Tablighi adherents usually travel to gather at annual international events each lasting several days. Communal prayers, meals and speeches form part of these events. In Malaysia, the participants stayed and slept at the mosque, and several participants were deputised to cook meals and clean. Smaller gatherings, usually every week or so take place in their home countries, with other adherents. Over the course of this investigation, we identified several common characteristics at both the local religious gathering and the Tablighi event in Malaysia (11). First, significant numbers of people gathered in an enclosed area for a prolonged period. Second, attendees had a recent travel history – the Tablighi event in Malaysia drew participants from across the world, while the local religious gathering had at least three individuals who had recently returned from Malaysia. Third, communal sharing of sleeping areas and toilets, and shared dining were observed. We propose that these three characteristics are hallmarks for the development of SSE for SARS-CoV-2 transmission and can be used as ‘red flags’ by health authorities in their risk assessment and mitigation strategies for preventing and detecting high risk activities including mass gatherings, and other institutional settings such as care homes, prisons and dormitories.

Variability of non-primary AR across different settings
To a lesser degree, our observations on the within-household transmission are similar to that observed for the two religious gatherings. Out of 16 household contacts who subsequently became first generation cases, 10 (62.5%) of these were from just three primary cases. As such, even within similar settings, we can expect wide variability in transmission patterns. This observation supports our finding of a moderately high household AR but an observed R of less than one, suggesting that transmission is driven by a relatively small number of cases (5). High ARs in spouses and children reflect intimate relationships with high degree of interaction, close proximity, and in the case of the spouse, sleeping in the same room. Concordant with our SSE findings, we suggest that encounters among groups of people that involve close proximity in enclosed settings for prolonged time periods (at least for one night) is a main driver of SARS-CoV-2 transmission.

Our overall non-primary AR result of 10.6% in the household setting is comparable to other studies that used contract-tracing datasets (16-19). A study near Wuhan, China (20) reported a higher AR of 16.3%; however, they detected 56.2% of their cases more than five days after symptom onset. By contrast, 77.4% of the cases in our study were detected and isolated within five days of symptom onset, suggesting that early case isolation can reduce AR. The aggressive testing of contacts strategy employed may have contributed to this.

We note the low non-primary AR (<1%) and mean observed R (<0.3) for workplace and social settings. While moderate physical distancing was implemented in Brunei following the identification of this cluster, there was no community quarantine or lockdown, public services and businesses remained open, and no internal movement restrictions were imposed.
Combined with our observations on the role of SSE in driving SARS-CoV-2 transmission, we suggest that in areas with limited community transmission full lockdown measures that adopt a blunt approach by restricting all movement can be avoided, in favour of a more targeted approach that includes a combination of case isolation, contact tracing, and moderate levels of physical distancing that take into account the ‘red flags’ for mass gatherings identified earlier. However, this approach is resource intensive and only feasible where there is sufficient public health capacity. The high asymptomatic proportion suggest that even with best efforts at contact tracing, potential for widespread community transmission is clear. Once established, suppression necessitates the implementation of broader physical distancing measures (9, 21). Nonetheless, if done effectively, contact tracing and case isolation approaches are shown to control the COVID-19 outbreak during its early stage (22). Modelling studies using South Korean data showed that less extreme physical distancing measures can help to suppress the outbreak (23).

**Symptomatic vs. asymptomatic and presymptomatic transmission**

We identified several environmental (settings) and behavioural factors that potentially account for higher ARs observed in mass gatherings and in the household. In order to assess the impact of host factors in driving transmission, we compared non-primary AR in symptomatic vs. asymptomatic and presymptomatic individuals, considering the high proportion of asymptomatic (12.7%) and presymptomatic (31.0%) of cases.
While there are case reports of presumptive asymptomatic and presymptomatic transmission (24, 25), observational studies quantifying such transmission are few. A study from Ningbo, China analysed the overall ARs in symptomatic vs. asymptomatic cases and did not find significant difference between the two groups (26). Another study, re-interpreted the same data and theorized that under certain conditions, symptomatic cases could be more transmissible than asymptomatic ones (27). In fact, our overall crude risk ratio for symptomatic cases showed no significant difference when compared with asymptomatic and/or presymptomatic cases (Table 3, Table S1). However, we suggest that this masks the true picture in transmissibility when different settings are taken into account.

In our study, we do not find a significant difference in AR in non-household settings. These settings usually practice some form of non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPI)—individuals with moderate and severe symptoms may be on medical leave, and it is reasonable to expect some physical distancing would be practiced by contacts of persons who display visible symptoms. This is less feasible within the household setting; hence we suggest that transmission occurs more frequently at the household level where control measures are less practical. We observed that the household AR for symptomatic cases (14.4%) is higher than that of asymptomatic (4.1%) or presymptomatic cases (6.1%), suggesting that the presence of symptoms is a host factor in driving transmission.

The higher household AR observed among symptomatic cases suggest that testing for such cases should be prioritised, especially in low resource areas with limited testing capacity. Nonetheless, an AR of 4.4% and 6.1% in asymptomatic and presymptomatic cases, respectively, is not
negligible. As such, our findings have several implications for high resource areas with greater testing capacity. First, it strengthens the argument for testing household contacts in the absence of symptoms. Second, there is a need to allow for ‘slack’ in the surveillance system as the high proportion of asymptomatic cases pose challenges for rapid detection and isolation. We recommend that even in countries with highly developed testing and tracing capacities, moderate levels of social distancing should be implemented to account for this. Third, proactive testing of travellers, attendees at ‘red flag’ events, and institutional settings may be necessary to contain COVID-19 spread.

This study has several limitations. First, as a retrospective study based on a contact tracing dataset, the index case determination or the direction of transmission may be uncertain, particularly as a substantial proportion of cases are asymptomatic. Moreover, without accounting for outside sources of infection, setting-specific SARs could have been overestimated (although no community transmission has been detected in Brunei). Viral sequencing can confirm homology between the strains infecting the index and secondary cases across the various settings, however this was not conducted for all cases. Second, we have not accounted for other potential environmental factors such as the relative size of the household, time spent at home with others, air ventilation, and indirect transmission through fomites. Third, we do not have information on NPIs practiced by the close contacts; presumably, individuals would take precautions during an outbreak. Fourth, symptom status of the cases was reported during their swab collection date. We assume this to be reflective of their actual condition when their close contacts were exposed, however, this may not be necessarily true for all cases. Finally, the
The generalizability of our results are limited due to no community transmission, a lack of cases in settings such as residential care facilities and dormitories, and small number of cases.

The main strength of our study is the availability of a complete contact tracing dataset at the national level. Since all contacts were tested, it is reasonable to assume that this study more accurately detects SARS-CoV-2 transmission than those that only test symptomatic contacts. In conclusion, our analysis highlights the variability of SARS-CoV-2 transmission across different settings and in particular, the role of SSEs. We identify ‘red flags’ for the development of potential SSEs, and describe environmental, behavioural, and host factors that drive transmission. Overall, we provide evidence that a combination of case isolation, contact tracing, and moderate physical distancing measures is an effective approach to containment.
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